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Rapid and brief communication
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Abstract
This paper develops a new image feature extraction and recognition method coined two-dimensional linear discriminant
analysis (2DLDA). 2DLDA provides a sequentially optimal image compression mechanism, making the discriminant information compact into the up-left corner of the image. Also, 2DLDA suggests a feature selection strategy to select the most
discriminative features from the corner. 2DLDA is tested and evaluated using the AT&T face database. The experimental
results show 2DLDA is more effective and computationally more efﬁcient than the current LDA algorithms for face feature
extraction and recognition.
䉷 2005 Pattern Recognition Society. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Fisher linear discriminant analysis (LDA) has been successfully applied to face recognition area in the past few
years. LDA is a 1D-data-based feature extraction technique,
so, 2D image matrices must be converted into 1D image vectors before the application of LDA. Since the resulting image vectors are high dimensional, LDA usually encounters
the small sample size (S3) problem in which the within-class
scatter matrix becomes singular and thus the traditional LDA
algorithm fails to use. To address this problem, a number
of extended LDA algorithms have been suggested. Among
them, the most popular one is to use PCA for dimension
reduction prior to performing LDA [1,2]. This method has
a computational complexity of O(M 3 ). When the training
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sample size M is large, the computation requirement of this
method is still considerable.
To avoid the S3 problem LDA encounters, Liu [3] suggested a 2D image matrix-based linear discriminant technique. His idea is to perform LDA directly based on image
matrices, while overleaping the process of turning image matrices into vectors. Thus, the difﬁculty resulting from highdimensionality is artfully avoided. As a further development
of Liu’s method, the uncorrelated image matrix-based linear discriminant analysis (IMLDA) technique was proposed
recently [4]. IMLDA has an advantage to eliminate the correlation between discriminant feature vectors so that it is
more effective than Liu’s method for face recognition [4].
A drawback of IMLDA is that it needs more coefﬁcients than LDA for image representation. Thus, IMLDA
needs more memory to store its features and costs more
time to calculate distance (similarity) in classiﬁcation phase.
In this paper, we develop a new image feature extraction
method coined two-dimensional linear discriminant analysis (2DLDA) to overcome the disadvantage of IMLDA. The
initial idea of 2DLDA is to perform IMLDA twice: the ﬁrst
one is in horizontal direction and the second is in vertical
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direction. After the two sequential IMLDA transforms, the
discriminant information is compacted into the up-left corner of the image. A feature selection mechanism is followed
to select the most discriminative features from the corner.
The effectiveness of the proposed method is veriﬁed using
AT&T database.

Suppose there are c known pattern classes. M is the total
number of training samples, and Mi is the number of training
samples in class i. In class i, the jth training image is denoted
(i)
by an m×n matrix Aj . The mean image of training samples
in class i is denoted by Ā(i) and the mean image of all

training sample is Ā.
Based on the given training image samples (image matrices), the image between-class scatter matrix and image
within-class scatter matrix can be constructed by
Gb =

c
1 
Mi (Āi − Ā)T (Āi − Ā),
M

(1)

Gw =

c M
1  i (i)
(i)
(Aj − Ā(i) )T (Aj − Ā(i) ).
M

(2)

i=1

i=1 j =1

By the deﬁnition, it is easy to verify that Gb and Gw
are both n × n nonnegative deﬁnite matrices. It should be
mentioned that in face recognition problems, Gw is usually invertible unless that there is only one training sample
per class.
The generalized Fisher criterion can be deﬁned by
 T Gb 
.
T G w 

(3)

It is easy to ﬁnd a vector u∗ to maximize the Rayleigh quotient function J (). After the projection of samples onto
u∗ , the ratio of the between-class scatter to the within-class
scatter is maximized. So, the vector u∗ is called the optimal image projection direction. Generally, a single projection direction is not enough for the discrimination of multiclass problems so that we need a set of discriminant vectors
u1 , u2 , . . . , uq , which maximize the generalized Fisher criterion and satisfy Gt -orthogonal constraints, i.e.,
uiT Gt uj = 0, where Gt = Gb + Gw , i  = j,
i, j = 1, . . . , q.

where U = (u1 , u2 , . . . , uq ).

B = AU,

(5)

The resulting feature matrix B is used to represent image A
for classiﬁcation.

2. Outline of IMLDA

J () =

Gb uj = j Gw uj , where 1  2  · · ·  q . These eigenvectors can be calculated using the algorithm suggested in
Ref. [4]. The obtained eigenvectors u1 , u2 , . . . , uq are used
for image feature extraction. Let

3. 2DLDA
3.1. Idea
IMLDA can eliminate the correlations between image
columns and compress the discriminant information optimally into a few of columns in horizontal direction. However, it disregards the correlations between image rows and
the data compression in vertical direction. So, its compression rate is far lower than LDA and more coefﬁcients are
needed for the representation of images. This must lead to a
slow classiﬁcation speed and large storage requirements for
large-scaled databases.
In this section, we will suggest a way to overcome
the weakness of IMLDA. Our idea is simple, just to
perform IMLDA twice: the ﬁrst one is in horizontal direction and the second is in vertical direction (note that
any operation in vertical direction can be equivalently
implemented by an operation in horizontal direction by
virtue of the transpose operation of matrix). Speciﬁcally,
given image A, we obtain its feature matrix B after the
ﬁrst IMLDA transform. Then, we transpose B and input
BT into IMLDA, and determine the transform matrix V.
Projecting BT onto V, we obtain CT = BT V. The resulting feature matrix is C = VT B. This process is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
In the whole process, the ﬁrst IMLDA transform B = AU
performs the compression of 2D-data in horizontal direction, making the discriminant information pack into a small
number of columns. While the second IMLDA transform
C = VT B performs the compression of 2D-data in vertical
direction, eliminating the correlations between columns of
image B and making its discriminant information further
compact into a small number of rows. Ultimately, the discriminant information of the whole image is packed into the
up-left corner of the image matrix.

(4)

The role of these constraints is to make the resulting discriminant feature vectors uncorrelated and thereby more discriminative for classiﬁcation [4].
Actually, the discriminant feature vectors subject to the
above constraints can be selected as the Gt -orthogonal
generalized eigenvectors u1 , u2 , . . . , uq of Gb and Gw
corresponding to q largest generalized eigenvalues, i.e.,

(C)
(A)

IMLDA
Horizontal

(B)

IMLDA
Vertical

2DLDA

Fig. 1. Illustration of 2DLDA transform.
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Table 1
The computational complexity of Fisherfaces [1], Enhanced Fisher Model (EFM) [2], Direct LDA [5], and the proposed 2DLDA
Method

Fisherfaces [1]

EFM [2]

Direct LDA [5]

2DLDA

Computational complexity

O(M 3 )

O(M 3 )

O(c3 )

O(l 3 ), where l = max{m, n}

3.2. Transform
Now, let us present the detailed implementation of
2DLDA. After the ﬁrst IMLDA transform in horizontal direction, we get the feature matrix B of sample A using Eq.
(5). Constructing the image between-class and within-class
scatter matrices Hb and Hw based on BT , we have
c
1 
Hb =
Mi (B̄i − B̄)(B̄i − B̄)T ,
M

(6)

i=1

Hw =

c M
1  i (i)
(i)
(Bj − B̄(i) )(Bj − B̄(i) )T ,
M

(7)

i=1 j =1

(i)

(i)

where Bj = Aj U, B̄(i) = Ā(i) U, and B̄ = ĀU.
It is easy to show Hb and Hw are both m×m nonnegative
deﬁnite matrices. Generally, Hw is invertible. Let Ht =Hb +
Hw . Suppose v1 , v2 , . . . , vp are the Ht -orthogonal generalized eigenvectors of Hb and Hw corresponding to p largest
eigenvalues 1 , 2 , . . . , p . Let V = (v1 , v2 , . . . , vp ). We
get the IMLDA feature matrix of BT by
CT = BT V.

(8)

Thus
C = VT B = VT AU.

(9)

The resulting feature matrix C is a p × q matrix, which
is much smaller than the IMLDA feature matrix B and the
original image A since p and q are always chosen much
smaller than m and n.
3.3. Feature selection strategy
Since the up-left corner feature matrix C = (cij )p×q (after the 2DLDA transform) contains most of image discriminant information, it is reasonable to choose the most discriminative features from it for recognition purpose. Here,
we suggest a simple way to derive features from C.
Based on the physical meaning of the generalized Fisher
criterion, the discrimination power of the jth column of C
can be characterized by j (the jth largest eigenvalue of
Gb =Gw ), while the discrimination power of the ith row
of C can be characterized by i (the ith largest eigenvalue
of Hb  = Hw ). So, we can measure the discrimination
power of the component cij by
ij = i j .

(10)

We will rank C’s components according to their corresponding discrimination power and arrange them into a feature
vector for classiﬁcation.
3.4. Computational advantages
The computational complexity of Fisherfaces [1], Enhanced Fisher Model (EFM) [2], Direct LDA [5], and the
proposed 2DLDA are listed in Table 1. Obviously, the computation requirements of Fisherfaces and EFM increase cubically with the increase of the training sample size M, while
the computation requirement of Direct LDA does with the
increase of the class number c. Whereas, the computation
scale of 2DLDA only depends on the size of image, i.e.,
the number of rows (m) and columns (n) of image matrix.
For large-scaled databases where m or n is far less than M
and c, 2DLDA is computationally more efﬁcient than other
methods mentioned above.

4. Experiments
The proposed method is tested using the standard AT&T
database
(http://www.uk.research.att.com/facedatabase.
html). This database contains images from 40 individuals,
each providing 10 different images. In our experiments, we
split the whole database into two parts evenly. One part is
used for training and the other part is for testing. In order
to make full use of the available data and to evaluate the
generalization power of algorithms more accurately, we
adopt a cross-validation strategy and run the system 20
times. In each time, ﬁve face images from each person
are randomly selected as training samples, and the rest
is for testing. Fisherfaces [1], EFM [2], Direct LDA [5],
and the proposed 2DLDA are used for feature extraction.
Note that for 2DLDA, we choose p = q = 8. Finally, a
nearest-neighbour classiﬁer is employed for classiﬁcation.
The average recognition rate across 20 tests of each method
over the variation of dimensions is plotted in Fig. 2. Fig. 2
shows 2DLDA consistently outperforms others irrespective
of the variation in dimensions.
In addition, the average CPU time consumed for training
and testing, the top recognition rates and the corresponding
dimensions of the foregoing four methods and IMLDA
[4] are given in Table 2. 2DLDA achieves its maximal
recognition rate of 96.4% using only 25 features and, it
needs less CPU time compared to other methods. Although
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It should be noted that the speed difference between 2DLDA
and other methods would become more signiﬁcant with the
increase of face database scale (e.g. the database with more
training sample size and class number).
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Fig. 2. The average recognition rate (%) across 20 tests of each
method over the variation of dimensions.

Table 2
The average CPU time (s) consumed for training and testing, the
top recognition rates (%) and the corresponding dimensions of the
ﬁve methods (CPU: PIII 800 MHz, RAM: 256M)
Method

Fisherfaces Direct LDA EFM IMLDA 2DLDA

Recognition 89.5
rate
Dimension 39
CPU time
65.01

92.4

95.7

95.8

35
43.17

29
224
52.79 45.42

96.4
25
35.08

IMLDA is faster than 2DLDA for training, it still needs more
time for the whole process (training and testing) because it
costs more computation using 224 features for classiﬁcation.
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